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Beneficial effects of antioxidants and L-arginine on oxidation-sensitive gene expression and endothelial NO synthase activity at sites of disturbed shear stress
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Contributed by Louis J. Ignarro, December 4, 2002

Atherogenesis is enhanced in arterial segments exposed to disturbed blood flow, indicating the active participation of the hemodynamic environment in lesion formation. Turbulent shear stress selectively regulates responsive genes in the endothelium and increases the damage induced by free radicals. The purpose of the present study was to evaluate the effects of intervention with antioxidants and L-arginine on endothelial NO synthase (eNOS) and oxidation-sensitive gene perturbation induced by disturbed flow in vitro and in vivo. Both human endothelial cells exposed to shear stress and high atherosclerosis-prone areas of hypercholesterolemia low-density lipoprotein receptor knockout (LDLR−/−) mice showed increased activities of redox-transcription factors (ELK-1, p-Jun, and p-CREB) and decreased expression of eNOS. Intervention with antioxidants and L-arginine reduced the activation of redox-transcription factors and increased eNOS expression in cells and in vivo. These results demonstrate that atherogenic effects induced by turbulent shear stress can be prevented by cotreatment with antioxidants and L-arginine. The therapeutic possibility to modulate shear stress-response genes may have important implications for the prevention of atherosclerosis and its clinical manifestations.

Vascular endothelial cells (EC) are constantly subjected to the influence of hemodynamic forces including high shear stress imposed by blood flow, which stimulates the release of NO (1). Turbulent shear stress alone, or shear stress associated with other risk factors of atherosclerosis, may activate a variety of signal transduction events that in turn may lead to endothelial dysfunction and enhanced atherogenesis (2). This concept would explain the long-standing observation that early atherosclerosis develops in characteristic topographical patterns primarily to branch points and other areas subjected to oscillatory shear stress (3, 4). Detailed analyses of hemodynamic mechanics in areas highly prone (HP) to atherosclerosis have identified unique patterns of disturbed flow, characterized by regions of flow separation, recirculation, and temporal and spatial gradients of shear stress (4). Moreover, it has been clearly demonstrated that vascular EC under high shear stress increased their release of free radicals and reactive oxygen species (5–10). Recently, using DNA microarray technology, differential expression of a plethora of genes has been shown after high shear stress stimulation in vitro (11, 12).

At low concentrations, like those produced by constitutive endothelial NO synthase (eNOS) in the vasculature in vivo, NO acts as a paracrine-signaling molecule, mediating vasodilation, inhibition of platelet activation, monocyte and leukocyte adhesion, and smooth muscle cell proliferation. It also controls vascular oxidative stress and expression of redox-regulated genes (13). However, its activity is influenced by the vascular wall milieu, and complex pathophysiological interactions among NO, L-arginine, and antioxidants dictate the process of atherogenesis (14). This scenario is complicated further by local effects of systemic risk factors (2, 4).

To determine whether proatherogenic conditions induced by turbulent shear stress can be modulated by antioxidants and/or L-arginine, we first studied cultured human EC subjected to shear stress. We then analyzed HP and low-prone (LP) atherosclerotic aortic areas of low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor knockout (LDLR−/−) mice after short (1 week) or long (8 weeks) treatment with L-arginine and/or antioxidants. Administration of L-arginine, the precursor of NO, has been shown to augment endothelium-dependent vasodilation in LDLR−/− mice (15, 16). Similarly, antithrombotic effects of antioxidants have been demonstrated in hypercholesterolemic mice (17–19). Here, we show that intervention with antioxidants and L-arginine reduces redox-sensitive gene activation and increases eNOS expression both in cells and in vivo. These findings also demonstrate that redox-sensitive transcription factors and NO generation by eNOS are affected by shear stress and that the pathogenic effects are reversible.

Materials and Methods

Cell Culture. Human coronary EC were cultured as described (20, 21). Cells were incubated at 37°C for 4 days in a humidified atmosphere of 95% air and 5% CO2. The incubation medium (delipidated DMEM) was supplemented with 10 ng/mL human epidermal growth factor, penicillin/streptomycin, amphotericin B, and glucose (20, 21).

Flow Apparatus. Cells were subjected to shear stress in a cone-and-plate viscometer at low level of 1 dyne (1 dyne = 10 μN) per cm2 (mean shear stress in veins) and at high level of 15 dynes per cm2 (mean shear stress in arteries) 1 day after reaching confluence, as described in detail (22). We selected these forces on the basis of several published studies (7–12). The viscometer consists of a cone with a 0.5° angle rotating on top of a 94 × 16-mm cell culture dish. Flow conditions thus achieved are mainly considered laminar, because the parameter R (120a2/12r) was smaller than 4 (R1 and R15: 0.006 and 0.03 dynes per cm2, respectively) (22). However, forces generated in vitro can also induce oscillatory or other forms of disturbed shear stress. Forces of 1 dyne per cm2 (0.1 N/m2) or 15 dynes per cm2 (1.5 N/m2) were applied by constant angular velocity in a humidified environment with 5% CO2 at 37°C. Viscosity of the cell medium was 0.007 dyne per cm2 (0.1 N m2) or 15 dynes per cm2 (1.5 N/m2) were applied by constant angular velocity in a humidified environment with 5% CO2 at 37°C. Viscosity of the cell medium was 0.007 dyne per cm2 (0.006 and 0.03 dynes per cm 2, respectively)

Abbreviations: eNOS, endothelial NO synthase; LDL, low-density lipoprotein; LDLR, LDL receptor; EC, endothelial cells; HP, highly prone; LP, low prone; HV, healthy vessels.
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s/cm². For application of arterial shear stress (15 dynes per cm²), 5% dextran (molecular weight: 71,400) was added to the medium to increase the viscosity 2.95-fold to 0.02065 dyne per s/cm². A control dish accompanied each cell culture dish from the same cell preparation, which was incubated with cell culture medium with or without 5% dextran for 2 h without application of shear stress. Dextran had no influence on the expression of genes studied. EC were also exposed to different flows for 24 h in the absence or presence of 50 μM α-tocopherol and 10 μM ascorbic acid (Sigma) and/or 10 μM L-arginine (Sigma). Additional control cells were incubated and changed to the new culture medium under static conditions.

**Mice and Treatments.** Six-month-old male LDLR−/− mice (n = 18, mean weight 42.1 ± 10.3 g) were fed a cholate-free high cholesterol diet (21% milk fat, 1.5% cholesteryl, and 19.5% casein; no. 8137, Harlan Teklad, Madison, WI) for 6 months (19, 23, 24). This diet raised their mean plasma cholesterol levels to about 1,200 mg/dl and plasma triglyceride levels to 400 mg/dl. To assess whether antioxidants and/or L-arginine influence gene regulation, 60 LDLR−/− mice on the same proatherogenic diet were randomly divided into six groups (n = 10 each). One group received the high-fat diet supplemented with antioxidants (1.0% vitamin E added to the chow and 0.05% vitamin C added to the drinking water) (17). The diet of the second and third groups was supplemented only with L-arginine (6% L-arginine added to the drinking water) (13, 16) and a combination of antioxidants and L-arginine (1.0% vitamin E added to the chow and 0.05% vitamin C and 6% L-arginine added to the drinking water), respectively. These three groups were killed after 1 week of treatment and used for gene analysis. The remaining three groups followed the same chronic supplementation for an additional 8 weeks. Animals were treated in compliance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National Institutes of Health Publication No. 85-23, revised 1996) and the Guidelines of the American Heart Association.

**Preparation of Arterial Samples and Western Blot Analysis.** Mice were killed by CO₂ asphyxia. Blood was drawn into heparinized tubes from the inferior vena cava (19, 23, 24). The aortic trunk was washed by perfusion with PBS containing 10 μg/ml PMSF through the left ventricle. The dissection of the aorta was performed under a stereomicroscope from the iliac bifurcation up to the heart, including the beginning of the carotid and subclavian arteries (19, 23, 24). The adventitia was carefully removed. The aorta was continuously immersed in PBS containing 10 μg/ml aprotinin and 0.1 mM/liter PMSF from the time of the dissection until the computerized determination of the lesion area was completed (19, 23). Intercellular junctions were stained with 0.25% silver nitrate to visualize endothelium in the HP and LP atherosclerotic aortic regions (located mainly in the proximal aorta), according to Iiyama et al. (25). Although the method used here does not allow the control of blood pressure at the plaque level, EC in the HP regions have variable shapes and random orientation, whereas EC in the LP region are elongated and aligned in the direction of blood flow (25–27). Arterial segments from healthy vessels (HV) served as controls. Tissue sections (5 μm) from the different arterial regions were homogenized in 250 μl of protein extraction buffer [50 mM/liter Tris (pH 8)/150 mM/liter NaCl/1% Triton X-100/1% sodium deoxycholate/5 mM/liter EDTA/1 mM/liter DTT/10 mM/liter β-glycerophosphate/10 μg/ml aprotinin/10 μg/ml trypsin inhibitor/2 μg/ml leupeptin/0.1 mM/liter PMSF] for determination of protein content by Western blot (19, 21, 28). Approximately 15 μg of protein extract was separated by 10% SDS/PAGE (19, 21, 28). The gel was transblotted onto a nitrocellulose membrane; blocked with 10% milk powder in Tris-buffered saline (pH 7.4) with 0.1% Tween 20 (TBST) overnight; incubated with mAbs (1:500 dilution for 1.5 h at room temperature) against Elk-1 (1:20, goat antibody), p-CREB (Sc-7978), and eNOS III (N-20, epitope corresponding to an amino acid sequence mapping at the amino terminus of NOS-III, no cross reactivity with NOS-I or NOS-II, neuronal and inducible forms, respectively; purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (21, 28)). Ab against the phosphorylated form of Jun (p-Jun) (402110-S) was purchased from Calbiochem. After 5 washes with TBST, the signal was detected by using a chemiluminescence kit (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech ECL kit) (19, 21, 28). Membranes were normalized with a polyclonal Ab against γ-tubulin protein (Sigma). Because qualitative analysis of blots experimentally estimates the magnitude of results, semiquantitative scan densitometry of blots was done with a Scan LKB (Amersham Pharmacia) (19, 21, 28).

**Statistical Analysis.** Results are expressed as the mean ± SD. The difference among groups was evaluated by a one- or two-factor ANOVA by two independent investigators in a blinded fashion. Significance was accepted at P < 0.05.

**Results**

**Shear Stress in Cultured EC.** A strictly controlled densitometric analysis showed that basal eNOS protein was increased by ~50% at 1 dyne per cm² shear stress (P < 0.01) but increased less at 15 dynes per cm² (20 ± 5%, P = NS) (Fig. 1). Thus, in our experimental conditions, a high rate of shear stress increased eNOS expression only modestly. After L-arginine administration, eNOS protein showed a significant further increase at 1 dyne per cm² (by ~60%, P < 0.01 vs. control) and by 25 ± 7% at 15 dynes per cm² (P = NS). Similarly, administration of antioxidants induced a significant increase of eNOS protein at 1 dyne per cm² (40%; P < 0.05 vs. control), which did not achieve statistical significance at 15 dynes per cm² (~15%; P = NS). At 15 dynes per cm², cotreatment with antioxidants and L-arginine resulted in a synergistic action on eNOS activity (P < 0.001) that was significantly greater than antioxidants or L-arginine alone (+25 ± 3%; P < 0.05; 1 dyne per cm²) and control (Fig. 1).

Shear stress also modulates linearly oxidation-sensitive Elk-1 and p-CREB expression. Indeed, Elk-1 was increased by 60% at 1 dyne per cm² (P < 0.01 vs. control) and by 125% at 15 dynes per cm² (P < 0.01 vs. 1 dyne per cm²); comparable results were obtained for p-CREB (Fig. 1). Antioxidants alone or in combination with L-arginine reduced Elk-1 and p-CREB protein levels by 25–45% at 15 dynes per cm² compared with the untreated control at the same flow (P < 0.01). L-Arginine alone resulted in a nonsignificant reduction of Elk-1 and p-CREB expression (Fig. 1). p-Jun accumulation, an index of JK activity (5), was increased by 110% at 15 dynes per cm², whereas no significant effect was observed at 1 dyne per cm² (Fig. 1). Antioxidant treatment alone or cotreatment with antioxidants and L-arginine slightly reduced p-Jun expression (Fig. 1). L-arginine alone did not exert any effect on p-Jun expression. Thus, these therapeutic interventions may induce some protective effects in cultured EC exposed to shear stress.

**Effects of Turbulent Shear Stress in Vivo: Effects of Short-Term 1-Week Treatment with Antioxidants and/or L-Arginine.** As expected, after 6 months of high-fat diet the control LDLR−/− mice had intermediate lesions in LP areas with an average cross-sectional area of 11,080 ± 1,010 μm² and large advanced lesions in HP areas (121,558 ± 18,528 μm²). Lesion sizes in both HP and LP areas in mice receiving an additional 1-week treatment with antioxidants and/or L-arginine did not differ significantly from those of untreated controls (not shown). Densitometric analysis of Western blots showed that compared with HV, basal eNOS activity before treatments was decreased by ~16% (P = NS) and 40% (P < 0.01) in LP and HP areas, respectively (Fig. 2). After
1 week with antioxidants alone, the eNOS activity increased modestly both in LP and HP areas (Fig. 2). Furthermore, eNOS activity in LP and HP areas showed an even greater increase by l-arginine (P < 0.01 vs. control, P < 0.01 vs. antioxidants). Cotreatment with antioxidants and l-arginine indicated a synergistic effect (P < 0.01 vs. control, P < 0.01 vs. antioxidants, and P < 0.01 vs. l-arginine) (Fig. 2).

Elk-1 and p-CREB basal levels in LP and HP areas were increased by 6 months of hypercholesterolemia (Fig. 2). Elk-1 was increased by ~70% in LP (P < 0.01 vs. HV) and by 225% in HP (P < 0.001 vs. HV). Similarly, p-CREB was increased by about 60% in LP (P < 0.01 vs. HV) and 190% in HP (P < 0.001 vs. HV). After 1-week treatment with antioxidants alone, both Elk-1 and p-CREB were significantly decreased by 20% in LP areas and by 25% in HP areas (P = NS vs. control LP and P < 0.05 vs. control HP areas) (Fig. 2). The combination of antioxidants and l-arginine, but not l-arginine alone, induced a further 25% reduction of both Elk-1 and p-CREB activities in LP and HP areas when compared with antioxidants alone (P < 0.05) (Fig. 2). Different treatments did not significantly modify the p-Jun protein level, whose basal level was increased especially in the LP areas (Fig. 2).

**Effects of Chronic 8-Week Treatment with Antioxidants and/or l-arginine.** To investigate whether prolonged treatment with antioxidants and/or l-arginine further prevented gene disregulation induced by disturbed shear stress, we analyzed total protein extracts from HV, LP, and HP areas of ApoE−/− mice after 8 weeks of intervention. Consistent with previous studies (14–19), ApoE−/− mice receiving antioxidants and/or l-arginine had reduced atherosclerotic lesions in LP areas. The average area was 6,245 ± 870 μm² in the antioxidant + l-arginine group; 7,678 ± 1,034 μm² in the antioxidant group; and 9,005 ± 1,188 μm² in the L-arginine group (all P < 0.01 vs. the untreated control group that showed an average lesion area of 13,658 ± 1,256 μm²). The same was true in HP areas (88,776 ± 11,239 μm² in the antioxidant + l-arginine group; 93,456 ± 13,992 μm² in the antioxidant group; and 95,663 ± 12,555 μm² in the L-arginine group; all P < 0.01 vs. untreated control group that showed an average lesion area of 139,658 ± 20,855 μm²). When mice were fed a diet enriched with antioxidants alone, the eNOS activity increased significantly in LP and HP areas (P < 0.05, Fig. 3). As expected, eNOS activity also increased significantly in LP and HP areas by using diet enriched with l-arginine (P < 0.01 vs. control and P < 0.01 vs. antioxidants) and was synergistically enhanced by cotreatment with antioxidants and l-arginine (P < 0.01 vs. control, P < 0.01 vs. antioxidants, and P < 0.01 vs. l-arginine).

After 8 weeks of treatment with antioxidants alone, both Elk-1 and p-CREB protein levels were slightly decreased in LP areas (approximately ~30%, P = NS vs. control LP) and significantly decreased in HP areas (~35 ± 8%, P < 0.05 vs. control HP areas). Combination with antioxidants and l-arginine, but not l-arginine alone, induced a further mean reduction by 38% of both Elk-1 and p-CREB activities in LP and HP areas when compared with antioxidants alone (P < 0.05) (Fig. 3). On the other hand, different treatments did not significantly modify the p-Jun protein level (Fig. 3). Thus, therapeutic effects seen after 1 week were maintained during chronic intervention, although in HP areas an 8-week regimen of antioxidants and l-arginine alone seemed to be more effective in increasing eNOS and decreasing redox gene expression.

**Discussion**

Our results demonstrate that disturbed shear stress modulates eNOS activity and redox-sensitive transcription factors both *in vitro* and *in vivo* and show that prolonged therapeutic interven-
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**Fig. 2.** Effects of 1-week intervention on protein levels in the aortas of LDLR−/− mice. (Upper) Western blot analysis of total protein extracts from HV, LP, and HP areas. (Lower) Corresponding densitometric analysis. $\rho < 0.01$ vs. HV; $\rho \rho < 0.001$ vs. HV; $\rho \rho \rho < 0.05$ vs. HP; $\rho \rho \rho \rho < 0.001$ vs. LP; $\rho \rho \rho \rho \rho < 0.05$ vs. control LP; $\#\#\#\# < 0.01$ vs. antioxidants LP; $*, P < 0.001$ vs. control LP; **, $P < 0.001$ vs. antioxidants LP; #, $P < 0.01$ vs. L-arginine LP; $\#\#\rho < 0.01$ vs. control HP; $\$\$ < 0.05 vs. control LP; $\$\$\$ < 0.01 vs. L-arginine LP; $\#\#\# < 0.01$ vs. L-arginine LP; $\#\#\#\# < 0.001$ vs. control LP; $\#\#\# < 0.01$ vs. control HP; $\$\$\$ < 0.05 vs. control HP; $\#\#\#\#\# < 0.001$ vs. control HP; $\#\#\#\#\#\# < 0.001$ vs. control LP; $\#\#\#\#\#\#\# < 0.001$ vs. control HP; $\#\#\#\#\#\#\#\# < 0.001$ vs. control LP.

We show that those factors are influenced by turbulent shear stress in hypercholesterolemic mice and that intervention with antioxidants and L-arginine blunted the deleterious effects of disturbed flow, inducing an increase of eNOS activity and preventing the Elk-1 and p-CREB accumulation. Under our experimental conditions, JNK activity was only modestly affected.

In general, areas of flow separation and oscillatory shear stress are the main areas that developed atherosclerotic lesions (2, 6). We observed that eNOS, p-CREB, and Elk-1 were “primed” to respond to systemic activation stimuli in HP vs. LP areas that represent areas with the most and least atherosclerosis in mice (25–27). We demonstrated that these redox proteins were up-regulated in endothelium of HP atherosclerotic areas in LDLR−/− mice, whereas eNOS activity was relatively decreased. Indeed, if we consider eNOS as an atheroprotective protein (14) and Elk-1, p-Jun, and p-CREB as pro-atherogenic redox-sensitive elements (5, 6), in HP regions the equilibrium between these proteins is shifted in favor of atherogenesis. With therapeutic intervention, we demonstrate that it is possible to attenuate this proatherogenic shift. These results are consistent with the observation that long-term oral administration of L-arginine is associated with a significant improvement in NO-dependent vasodilation in LDLR−/− mice (15, 16). Moreover, L-arginine enhances aerobic exercise capacity as well as NO production in apolipoprotein E knockout mice (37). Other NO-dependent vascular functions are also modulated by chronic supplementation with L-arginine. Indeed, endothelial leukocyte adhesion (15) and platelet aggregation (38, 39) are reduced, and vascular...
smooth muscle cell proliferation is attenuated (40). Consistent with this finding, an impressive number of clinical studies have reported that L-arginine administration reduces symptoms of coronary heart disease in patients (41–44).

Atherogenic lipids, particularly oxidized LDL (oxLDL), are responsible for a wide range of cellular dysfunctions within the vessel wall (reviewed in refs. 5 and 14). Oxidative modification of LDL plays a pivotal role in human early atherogenesis (45, 46). Concerning the regulation of vascular tone, oxLDL may disturb cellular relaxation functions or act directly against NO (14). oxLDL can down-regulate or uncouple NOS (14, 47), and may induce a decreased endothelial uptake of L-arginine (14). The local depletion of the L-arginine substrate may derange the eNOS, leading to overproduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) (14). Furthermore, the possible pathogenic role of the competitive inhibitor asymmetric N(G), N(G)-dimethylarginine (ADMA) (14) in high shear stress areas needs further study. In general, a multitude of oxidation-sensitive apoptotic signaling effects can interact with NO in the arterial wall (14). This finding may explain the complementary nature of their interaction, as observed in the current study. The role of antioxidants in human atherosclerosis remains unresolved. Some trials showed clinical benefits (on a composite end-point of nonfatal infarction, stroke, or death from cardiovascular causes) (48, 49), whereas others did not (50–53). LDL oxidation and redox-sensitive mechanisms in the arterial wall (5, 6) already occur in very early lesions in human fetuses and children (45, 46). Antioxidant intervention may affect long-term lesion progression but not necessarily modulate the properties of preexisting advanced atherosclerotic lesions (i.e., coronary heart disease, cerebrovascular disease, and peripheral arterial disease) or reduce the clinical manifestations of plaque rupture (5, 14, 53). Thus, to test whether antioxidants inhibit atherosclerosis it is necessary to investigate the progression of early atherosclerotic lesions in young adults. In addition, such intervention may prevent proatherogenic programming events during fetal development (54).

One of the most important findings from our study is the agreement of in vitro and in vivo findings, and that eNOS protein and several transcription factors downstream of the extracellular
serine-threonine kinase, IKK beta, is necessary for the cytokine-induced inflammatory phenotype of human endothelium and endothelial recruitment of human monocytes under laminar flow (57). Further studies are needed to clarify the pathogenic role of multiple kinase-dependent pathways modulated by shear stress.

In summary, synergistic therapeutic intervention with antioxidants and I-arginine can induce a sustained correction of the disturbed shear-stress-induced pro-atherogenic profile. This therapeutic option of modulating early-response genes may have important implications for the pathogenesis and prevention of atherogenesis and its clinical sequelae.
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